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The puzzle: Passive as the default transitive clause
• Shilluk (Nilotic, South Sudan) has a voice system similar to Austronesian and the related Dinka (Er-
lewine et al. 2017).

(1) a. gɛ́ á-càm lùm
3PL PST-eat.SV grass.PL
‘They ate VEGETABLES.

b. djɛ̀l á-càm gɛ̂n
goat PST-eat.OV 3PL.NPS
‘They ate the goat.’

(2) áa ŋɔ̄ à á-cwôop?
Q what FOC PST-happen.SV
‘What happened?’

(3) a. lùm á-cấm ɪ̄ɪ ɟɪ̀ɪ
grass.PL PST-eat.PASS PREP.PL people
‘People ate vegetables.’

b. *ɟɪ̀ɪ á-càm lùm
people PST-eat.SV grass.PL

(Remijsen and Ayoker 2018:15, 17, 20)
• Shilluk also has passives with its own verbal morphological marking (3a).
• What makes Shilluk unique is that it uses passive as its default transitive clause:
In answering the question ‘What happened’ (2), Passive voice (3a) is felicitous instead of Subject
voice (3b) (see Westermann 1912; Tucker 1955; Remijsen and Ayoker 2018).

Main proposal
• Shilluk has a mixed A/Ā position as argued for the closely related language Dinka (Van Urk 2015).
• Movement features such as Ā features can only be discharged by movement-triggering features but
not edge features (Georgi 2017; Ershova to appear).

Overview of Shilluk voice system
• Shilluk transitive clauses show a V2 effect with a strict word order.
• Syntactic voice is marked root-internally on the verb through changes in vowel length and tone:

(4)
ŋɔ̀l ‘cut’ càm ‘eat’ mâat̪ ‘drink’

SV/OV á-ŋɔ̀l á-càm á-mâat̪
PASS á-ŋɔ́̂l á-cấm á-mấat̪

• Shilluk clauses have
1. A privileged clause-initial argument that is usually topical or focused (henceforth “pivot”).
2. Verbal morphology indicating the semantic role of the pivot.
3. Ā extraction restriction to the pivot in the sense that for an argument in the embedded clause to be
relativized, it has to be the pivot of the embedded clause.

4. Exceptional morphological marking of non-pivotal subjects (indicated as NPS in glosses, denoting
“non-pivotal subject”) (1).

• Among all the possible voices in Shilluk, Passive voice is the only one where the pivot may appear
without an Ā-feature.

(5)

Semantic role of pivot Ā feature on pivot
Subject voice Subject Obligatory
Object voice Object Obligatory
Passive voice Object Optional

Glosses
FOC = focus marker; NPS = non pivotal subject; OV = Object voice; PASS = Passive voice; Q =
question marker; SV = Subject voice.
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The pivot position

• A catch-all Ā probe [•Ā•] and a φ
probe [•φ•] …

•…both of which can trigger movement
(Georgi 2017)

•…and can be satisfied disjunctively
(Coon et al. 2021; Scott 2021).

• C assigns Case to its specifier position
by [∗φ∗].

Features on C

(6) CP

Spec
C′

C
[•Ā•], [•φ•], [∗φ∗]

TP

T VoiceP

Subject voice
Derivation of Subject voice

(7) CP

DP
C′

{[•Ā•], [•φ•]}≻ [∗φ∗] …
VoiceP

tDP
[Ā, φ]

…

• Ā thematic subject.
• Merge ≻ Agree.
• Voice assigning Case to the object.

• Problem: when no nominals bear any Ā feature, the clause will also end up in Subject voice.

Focused object
• The object in Subject voice clauses bears a contrastive focus reading (1) …
•…the focus marker can be overtly pronounced (9) (Miller and Gilley 2001).
• It might be the case that there is a dedicated focus position for the object in Subject voice …
•…and Subject voice is not used as default transitive clauses for this reason …
•…but it disappears when the thematic subject is marked by the focus marker à (8):

(8) jɔ̀ɔɔm-ɔ̀
wind-SG

à
FOC

á-nʌ̀k
PST-kill.SV

pǔk
clay.pot

‘THE WIND (but not others) broke the pot.’
(Remijsen and Ayoker 2018:23)

(9) ɲâandấaɟ̄-ɔ̄
young.woman-SG

á-ràk
PST-grind.coarsely.SV

à
FOC

bjɛ́l
grain.PL

‘Thewoman ground THE DURRA (rather than
something else).’

(Miller and Gilley 2001:36)
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Object voice
Derivation of Object voice

(10) VoiceP

DP
VoiceP

DP Voice′

[•EF•]

tDP
[Ā, φ]

• Ā thematic object.

• Intermediate movement: a repair trig-
gered by the insertion of an edge fea-
ture [•EF•] (11).

• Only final movement can discharge Ā
(movement-type) features.

• The object moves to a specifier posi-
tion higher than the subject (leapfrog-
ging; see Bobaljik 1995) …

•…to be visible to C.

(11) CONDITION ON EDGE FEATURE INSERTION:
At the time αP is formed, if α is a phase head and there is an element bearing a movement
feature [+F+] within its complement, [•EF•] is inserted on α. Ershova (to appear:25)

• Information structurally neutral clauses have no Ā objects and thus cannot be in Object voice.

Licensing under adjacency for the subject
• The pivot position is occupied by another nominal …
•…no other licensing strategy is available for the subject.
• Licensing under adjacency (see Levin 2015 a.o.)
is invoked as a last resort operation (1).
– Restricted to personal pronouns.
– Forming a phonological phrase with the verb (12).

V-N phonological phrase
(12) djɛ̀l

goat
á-càm
PST-eat.OV

a
FOC

jân
1SG.NPS

‘I ate the goat.’
(Remijsen and Ayoker 2018:39)

Passive voice
Derivation of Passive voice

(13) CP

DP

C′

{[•Ā•], [•φ•]}≻ [∗φ∗] …
VoiceP

VoiceP

tDP
[φ]

PP

SUBJECT

• The subject: introduced by a PP ad-
joining to VoiceP (Bruening 2013).

• The object: cannot be assignedCase by
VoicePASS.

• VoicePASS is not a phase head (Chomsky
2001) …

•…and the composite probe {[•Ā•],
[•φ•]} can be satisfied disjunctively
by Agree between [•φ•] and the ob-
ject.

• Then it is possible for the pivot position to bear no Ā features…
•…and the sentence be informational structurally neutral.


